
  turquoise-blue + orange-brown 
  
Size of the finished quilt:   ca. 130 x 110 cm 
 
Material for the top:  
 

Material for the blocks:            (1,10 m width) 
 

All fabrics are from the series  3323- 
 

Caution:  The * marked fabrics are needed for the 
      border too.  They are calculated there! 
 

1    -306   * light-brown, violet tendrils  * 
2    -307   brownn clouded, violet tendrils 10 cm 
3    -311   * light-brown, violete leaves  * 
4    -324   * light-brown, violet rhombs  * 
5    -707   turquoise, leaves + dragonflies 15 cm 
6    -720   turquoise, bamboo leaves  15 cm 
7    -726   turquoise, srtructure of shells 15 cm 
8    -731   turquoise, feathers   15 cm 
9    -733   * turquoise, rhombs   * 
10  -903   violet, bamboo leaves  10 cm 
11  -904   violet, structure of shells  10 cm 
12  -905   violet, rhombs    10 cm 
 
Fabric for triangles: 
 

1    -306   light-brown, violet tendrils  40 cm 
 
Fabric for border and binding: 
 

9    -733   inner border + binding:  turquoise 60 cm 
3    -311   outer border:  light-brown, leaves 60 cm 
4    -324   Corners  light-brown, rhomb  15 cm 
 
Backing: 
 

In colour matching fabric: 112 cm wide        135 cm 
    140 cm wide         115 cm 
 
Batting:   150 cm wide         115 cm 
 
A small remark in advance: 

 

Play with the composition of the blocks and also 
with the distribution of the blocks.  We give you just 
the measurement and the structure of the quilt. 

 
Cutting and Assembly: 

 

Steam press all fabrics before starting to sew! 
 

Work with a seam allowance of 0,75 cm! 
 

Cutting of the blocks: You need 32 blocks! 
 

Begin with cutting: 
 

1 resp. 2 strips each 6,5 cm wide fabric 1 to 12. 
Lay aside the left over fabric for the borders. 

 

Cut off the strips pieces of 16,5 cm length, you will 
need them for the lateral pieces of the blocks. 

 

You need the following number: 
 

fab. 1: 2       fab. 2: 6 fab. 3:    4 
fab. 4: 3       fab. 5: 7 fab. 6:    9 
fab. 7: 9       fab. 8: 11 fab. 9:    3 
fab. 10: 2       fab. 11 5 fab. 12:  3 
 

In total you need 64 pieces 6,5 x 16,5 cm! 
Lay aside these pieces, too. 

 

 
From the remaining strips cut the pieces for the 

middle part of the blocks. 
Cut squares of 6,5 x 6,5 cm first: 
You need the following number: 

 

fab. 1:     3  fab. 2:     3  fab. 3:     2 
fab. 4:     2  fab. 5:     5  fab. 6:     2 
fab. 7:     4  fab. 8:     1  fab. 9:     4 
fab.10:    3  fab. 11:   1  fab. 12:   2 
In total you need 32 squares! 
These also have to lay aside. 
 

Cut from the remaining left overs rectangles of  
4 x 6,5 cm for the two small devided squares  (For 
each large lateral piece you need two equal small 
squares! See drawing.1!) 
 

fab. 1:     4  fab. 2:    12  fab. 3:     8 
fab. 4:     6  fab. 5:    14  fab. 6:   18 
fab. 7:   18  fab. 8:    22  fab. 9:     6 
fab. 10:   4  fab. 11:  10  fab. 12:   6 
In total you need 128 small rectangles! 
(In case there is not enough left for the squares 
resp. rectangles from one or another fabric, you can 
use without any problems a similar fabric instead!) 
 

Assembly of the blocks: 
 

Now the creative part of the work begins: combine 
the small rectangles.  The combination you choose 
here is determinating the whole block.  (Drawing 1) 

The arrangement will turn out well, if you put 
together 4 different characteristic blocks: 

 

1a:  strong light-dark contrast of both sides 
       and contrasting middle. 
1b:  strong light-dark contrast of both sides 
       and low contrasting middle. 
2a:  low contrast of both sides and 
       strong contrasting middle. 
2b:  low contrast of both sides and 
       low contrasting middle 

 

Drawing 1: 

 
 

  - Sew the small rectangles into pairs. 
  - Sew two pairs to both sides of a square. 
  - Sew the large lateral pieces to this middle part of  
     the block. 

Sew all 32 blocks in the same way, but in different 
fabric combinations (press the seams open!) 

Lay out the blocks, and play with the arrangement 
until you like the result. 

 



Pay attention to the well balanced distribution, 
which is not quite easy because of the difference 
between the brightness of colours! 

You can see from drawing 2 that the orientation of 
the blocks is alternating in each row.  You can have 
the impression of a wattle. (But on many parts you 
can hardly see it!) 
 
Mounting the centre section: 
 

Cut for the large triangles 7 squares 18 x 18 cm 
from fabric 1 first.  These squares you have to cut 
diagonally. 

Cut a large square 19 x 19 cm and devide it 
diagonally twice, you will get the small triangles for 
the corners. 

(The triangles will be a little bit too big with the 
given measurement!  But, I made the experience 
that those triangles become too small very easily 
and you can do nothing. Too big triangles can be 
trimmed!) 
 

Sew the blocks to diagonal rows, start and end 
with a triangle.  Sew these rows to the centre part of 
the quilt.  Finally put the still missing corner 
triangles to the centre. 
 

drawing 2: 

 
 

Assembly of borders: 
 

Inner border: 
   Cut from fabric 9:   4 strips 4,5 cm each 

 

Sew these strips to the lateral edges and then to 
the top and bottom edge of the centre part.  (Press 
the seams to the border.) 
 

Outer border: 
   Cut from fabric 3:   4 strips 12 cm each 
          from fabric 4:   4 squares 12 x 12 cm each 
 

Again the two lateral border strips have to be 
sewn first.  Then sew two squares on to both sides 
of the border strip.  (Of course you have to trim the 
strips to the right measure first!) 

These borders have to be sewn to the top and 
bottom edge. 

 

The top is finished now! 
 

Mounting and quilting: 
 

Baste backing, batting and top carefully together.  
Quilt by machine in the ditch of the blocks outline, 

and in the ditch of the border seamlines.  The 
centre squares of the blocks are quilted with curved 
lines. 

 

Drawing 3: 

                                
 

The outer borders are quilted free – following the 
pattern (see picture). 

 

Cut for the binding:  5 strips (6 cm wide) from 
fabric 9.  Sew the strips together.  Press them 
lengthwise into half (3 cm) and sew it to the quilt. 

 
Just tunnel and label are still missing! 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Good luck sewing and lots of joy with the finished quilt!!  Yours STOF-Team! 
 

Design and completion:  Annegret Wichitill 
 

Instruction:    Cornelia Falk 
   

     January 2006 
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